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Details of Visit:

Author: Sulzer Driver
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 28 Dec 2019 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE’s new location.
Easy to find just off the Tinsley viaduct, within walking distance of Meadow Hall shopping centre.
Plenty of parking outside venue.
Inside looks much the same as the old premises, everything is clean and tidy. 

The Lady:

Gorgeous strawberry blonde with full on natural boobs, as usual with GFE pictures on the website
are accurate.
Pippa was wearing the same green lingerie set as in the pictures.

The Story:

I’d booked Pippa having checked out her photos on the website and her previous reviews and
wasn’t to be disappointed.
Into the room, with the renumeration sorted out Pippa left me to shower in the en suite wet room, at
this point the whole session could have ended badly as I nearly slipped over walking in to the
shower.
Pippa returned as I was finishing up drying myself, taking the towel from me and doing the last few
areas, asking as she did if I wanted to start with a massage to which I declined wanting to get
straight down to business. With that we start lightly french kissing and hands caressing each other. I
clumsily try, and fail, to take her bra off to reveal her large natural tits, with Pippa having to do the
honours, once free of their restraints I start to fondle and kiss them. From standing up we move to
lie on the bed where more kissing and play withe her boobs takes place, before start to head south
to her pussy, so off with the panties and time to get intimate with her sex, with an allowed finger and
tongue. A switch to a 69 ensues during this, with Pippa taking my cock au naturel, whilst I continue
to work on her snatch, during which I feel her come.
We flow efficiently in to the sex, starting with me on top, it’s at this point we find that the bed
squeaks terribly as I’m fucking her, which is a bit off putting, then switching to doggie.
To finish I get her to sit on my face so that I can once more lick her pussy whilst I wank off.
With time left Pippa offers a post coital massage which is gratefully received, during which we chat.
With time up I dress while she showers. Once we’re both sorted Pippa sees me to the door and
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sends me on my way with a final kiss.

All in all a superb punt with a very sexy and accomplished lady, highly recommended.

One final note is that Pippa stripped the dirty sheets off the bed once we’d finished in order to
replace them with clean ones.
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